
OBSERVE IDENTITY AND ACCESS BEHAVIOR, GET 
NOTIFIED OF SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY AND AUTOMATE 
ACCESS CHANGES TO REMEDIATE CYBER THREATS 
ACROSS MULTIPLE CLOUDS. 

What is ObserveID?

ObserveID is an identity intelligence and automation platform that enables organizations to analyze user behavior in 
real-time, derive intelligence and automate access changes required for mitigating security risks in modern cloud 

architectures. 

It is widely known that cloud misconfiguration and stolen credentials are the most common causes of breaches 
(Source: Verizon 2020 Data Breach Investigations Report). As organizations continue to accelerate their migration to the 
cloud, unmanaged security risks in the cloud are inevitable. Many of these risks are directly tied to identity as in stolen 
credentials. Organizations today do not have an effective way of understanding identity behavior, their access patterns 
and a means to swiftly remediate access when access deviates from normal.

To learn more about ObserveID’s Identity Automation module visit:
www.observeid.com/#Home-Identity-Automation

How it works?

ObserveID uses a Universal Connector for connecting 
to your on-premises IT infrastructure and/or to your 
multiple cloud service providers. Once connected, 
ObserveID’s Identity Intelligence Module begins to 
collect identity and access behavior across numerous 
assets such as operating systems, databases, directories 
and cloud service providers. ObserveID’s Identity 
Intelligence Module provides a highly intuitive web 
interface with dashboards providing you intelligence 
and insight into identities and their access behavior.  
Based on this newly gained intelligence, ObserveID 
allows you to define smart notifications based on access 
behavior which enables ObserveID to notify your security 
operations center or security team, in real time, when 
certain access behavior is identified to be suspicious (e.g., 
multiple concurrent sessions to the same EC2 host with 1 
session originating from a different IP address). All access 

behavior is logged and can be used for auditing and/or 
compliance purposes.

ObserveID’s Identity Automation module works off this 
intelligence to automatically apply access changes that 
will significantly lower the risk of a breach including 
stopping bad actors from accessing your applications 
and infrastructure.
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to prevent and stop breaches. 

Identity Intelligence Module Benefits:


